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“Clients can speak 
with us via the 
telephone, emails, 
instant messaging, 
text messaging, or 
on BBM.”



MD’s Blog

Great customer experience is more than just customer satisfaction. At JIIC we 
believe that our clients deserve to have pleasant interactions with our team and 
insurance solutions based on their needs all while conducting their business in our 

comfortable office spaces.

For my second entry, I want to introduce you to our Manager responsible for Brand, 
Customer Experience and Innovation, Elizabeth Chung - aka Liz-.  While a hefty job 
title, one of Liz’s areas of focus is ensuring that at all our points of interaction with our 
clients their experience is positive. Whether she is involved in new product development, 
implementing processes to make client transactions easier or following up on client 
feedback, Liz is our client champion. Now over to Liz and speak to you all next time.  

– Grace

Thanks for the introduction Mrs. Burnett. Though my job is diverse the customer is the 
connecting link. At JIIC we try to engender within our team that we all exist because of 
our clients, customer service is not a department function but rather it is the permeating 
attitude of our entire team. Our goal is to have ‘personally pleasing memorable 
interactions’ with our clients. We are confident that if we manage our interactions the 
overall experience with us will leave our clients delighted to have chosen us as their 
insurance partner. 

The most critical part of managing our Customer Experience is getting information from 
our clients. We appreciate the feedback shared through our in-branch suggestion boxes, 
emails, letters and surveys. We do our best to respond to every feedback we receive in order 
to improve our service. As we develop and or implement new policies and procedures we 
do so with our clients in mind. Needless to say we do not always get it perfectly right, 
but when our clients bring that to our attention we respond promptly. Unfortunately 
on occasion our clients may not be happy with some aspects of the transaction process, 
more often than not these are regulatory requirements that we must adhere to. Our role 
however is to ensure that we help our clients to fully understand those requirements and 
assist us in complying.

On an ongoing basis we implement what we deem to be “little things to make our 
customers happy”. One that we are most proud of is our Customer Support Unit where 
we use a range of information communication tools to make interacting with our clients 
as easy and convenient as possible. Clients can speak with us via the telephone, emails, 
instant messaging, text messaging, or on BBM (blackberry messenger). Through any 
of these mediums our clients can discuss any aspect of their insurance business with a 
specialist team that has real time access to all customer information. In an environment 
where time is limited for everyone we know it is important to offer our clients the ease 
of doing insurance transactions from the comfort of their home or office versus coming 
into our locations. We also have our Social Media channels, GOJIIC (twitter) and JIIC Fans 
(Facebook) that actively provide tips, guidelines, and insurance options.

We are honored to have been recognized recently for all our efforts in creating a positive 
customer experience. The Private Sector Organization of Jamaica/ Jamaica Customer 
Service Association’s awarded us as the Medium sized organization with the best 
customer service. Even more important than this we are encouraged when we ask you 
our clients to tell us about your experience in our bi-annual surveys, on each occasion 
95% or more of you rate your experience as good or excellent. We are working on getting 
closer to 100% saying excellent because we are focused on having personally pleasing 
memorable interactions with every one of you. 

Should you ever need to speak to me, shoot me a line via email at  Elizabeth.chung@
gkco.com or call me at 935-0382.  Thank you for sharing how we can improve your 
experience with us. We are your insurance place from GraceKennedy.
We recognize that you have many options and are happy you chose us. 
Thank you...
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JIIC’s Customer 
Support Unit

“Another little 
thing to make our 
customers happy”

At JIIC, our first priority is our clients, and our ultimate 
focus is that you have personally pleasing, memorable 
interactions with us. Whether via our branches, website, 

social media or at a promotion, we value the opportunity to 
interact with you. 

The first of its kind in the industry, the Customer Support Unit 
(CSU) was designed specifically with you in mind. We know you 
don’t like to wait in long lines for your questions to be answered. 
We know you have limited time each day to conduct personal 
business. We also know that you need our undivided attention 
when we are assisting you. It is this knowledge that led us in 
our development of a specialized team of Customer Service 
Professionals who can assist you without you having to visit us.

Our team in the Customer Support Unit has access to all your 
information and can take care of  all your queries. No longer do 
you have to visit a branch just to get assistance. Instead give us 
a call at 1-888-438-5442, add us on BBM-24B42494 or talk via 
instant messenger on www.jiiconline.com. 

The CSU is able to:
a. Answer your general query
b. Give you information regarding your policy
c. Update you on the status of your claim
d. Tell you the outstanding balance on your premium
e. Explain, your current coverage and advise how to improve 

your cover.
f. State when your policy is up for Renewal
And so much more…

If you really need to speak with a particular associate in any of 
our branches, the CSU will contact the associate on your behalf 
and have him/her return your call as soon as it is convenient to 
do so.
Contact our CSU today. We are ready to assist you.
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Have you ever been stuck with a flat tire and had no 
one to help you change it?

What about your vehicle breaking down and not 
being sure whether you need a wrecker or how to 
get one? 

As a JIIC Premier policyholder you don’t have to ever 
worry about these minor details again. With JIIC’s 
roadside assistance exclusively for Premier Motor and 
Premier Lady Policyholders help is always just a phone 
call away. 

Features of this courtesy programme 
includes:
• 24-hour service including public holidays

• On spot repairs for minor car trouble

• Wrecker and ambulance services

• Courtesy transport to a destination of choice

In the event that your vehicle breaks down, you will 
receive a wrecker service up to a value of $6000 as part 
of your package. Should the wrecker fee exceed $6000, 
you as the policyholder, will be required to cover the 
difference prior to the vehicle being moved.

NOTE: In the case of an accident, the wrecker service is 
covered by your insurance policy up to the policy limit.
 
At the point when you break down or have an accident 
you may be a bit anxious and finding the number 
for Roadside Assistance may be challenging, so we 
encourage you to add Roadside Assistance as a speed 
dial option on your mobile phones for easy access 
(1-888-273-7283 or 1-888-273-2873 or 1-888-973-
3228).

Free Emergency Roadside Assistance, another little 
thing that we do to make our clients happy.

REACT 
Roadside Assistance
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JIIC’s Personal Accident Rider 

The last data from the World Health Organization (WHO) in 
2010 cited Jamaica as having a total number of 502,265 
registered motor vehicles . This organization’s statistics also 

reported that there were an estimated 319 deaths occurring as 
a result of road traffic accidents. While the National Road Safety 
Council (NRSC), the agency in Jamaica responsible for road 
safety administration and awareness, reported decreases in the 
number of road traffic deaths in 2012, the figure rose again in 
2013 to 305.

Compounding the already bad situation is the estimated number 
of vehicles operating daily without insurance. It is estimated 
that over 30% of motor vehicles on our roads are not insured. 
According to the Road Traffic Act, one of the penalties of driving 
without insurance is jail-time. Notwithstanding this, injuries 
from road accidents can cost a lot – financially, physically, and 
emotionally.

Third-party insurance provides the basic coverage required by 
law for a vehicle to operate on Jamaican roadways. This type 
of insurance will cover losses or damages to a third-party, and 
does not cover damages or losses to the insured’s vehicle. 

Comprehensive insurance coverage, on the other hand, provides 
for losses and damages to both a third-party and the insured’s 
vehicle. But what happens when persons have physical injuries 
in an accident? The comprehensive insurance policy provides 
a limit for “bodily injury” suffered by third parties (pedestrian, 
passengers, motorcyclists). But what about the insured/driver 
or someone driving under the insured’s authority? The typical 
motor insurance policy offers very little cover for the insured 
or driver (see table i below). In order to ensure that the insured 
has good insurance protection, JIIC offers a Personal Accident 
Rider. By choosing to purchase this cover at a relatively small 
additional premium, the insured and/or authorised driver has 
improved protection (see table ii below).

An accident in itself is extremely stressful. Knowing that your 
insurance coverage will take care of any damages or injuries to 
third parties helps to ease this stress. But don’t stop there. Also 
ease the stress of personal injury. With JIIC’s affordable Personal 
Accident add-on to comprehensive motor vehicle policyholders. 
JIIC understands your need for personal and financial security in 
the event of an injury.

Basic Personal Accident cover for 
insureds or drivers:

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$25,000

Death (100%)

Total Loss of both hands/both feet/ a 
hand and foot

Total & irrecoverable loss of sight in 
both eyes

Total loss of one hand/foot together 
with a total loss of sight in one eye 
(50%)

Upgrade options:

$100,000

$250,000

$500,000

$750,000

$1,000,000

$10,000

$20,000

$30,000

$40,000

$50,000

$500

$850

$1,475

$2,025

$2,625

Premium 
to be paid

*Medical Expense

Benefits

*Death/
Dismemberment

(*conditions apply)

Don’t be caught without adequate insurance. JIIC’s Personal Accident coverage will ensure you’re taken care of.

Talk to a Customer Service Associate today. Call 1-888-GET-JIIC (1-888-438-5442).

i ii
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A successful business is among life’s most rewarding accomplishments. But being in business comes with alot of 
risks. As a business owner, one of your top priorities is making money. You understand that to make money, you 
first have to spend it. So you invest in the best equipment, expand your facilities, hire and train the right staff and 

pump working capital into your daily operations. You spend a lot of money to make your business work. Chances are, 
you won’t have the same amount of resources if something bad happens and you have to start all over again.

What would you do if you lost all your investment in a fire or natural disaster? How would you recover items stolen 
in a burglary? What if something happened to you in an accident? Would your business continue to operate without 
you? Damages after Hurricane Ivan in 2004, amounted to $360M , exclusive of damages borne by private individuals 
and businesses. In 2010, the World Bank reported that losses due to robbery and fire in Jamaica amounted to 0.4% of 
annual sales .

Are you currently protected against the loss that would arise from these unforeseen dangers and disasters? You and 
your business will need adequate insurance coverage to ensure that you are protected. A great way to protect your 
assets against various types of risks is with JIIC’s Premier Biz policy. (Premier Biz is designed by JIIC specifically for small 
businesses. It offers a combination or property, liability and personal accident cover).

JIIC’s Premier Biz

Building & Contents**. This will protect your business in the event of fire and allied perils. Additionally, this coverage 
provides for losses in relation to burglary or theft, looting and plate-glass damage.

Premier Biz will protect your business by providing insurance cover for:

Loss of Money on Premises and In-transit. Have you ever wondered how safe your money is, especially on the way 
to the bank to make a lodgment? Well, Premier Biz will insure against this type of loss.

Loss of Revenue and/or Increased Cost of Working. Following fire or any natural disaster you may not be able 
to operate your business for sometime or you continue to operate but with some changes that increase your 
operating costs. Your Premier Biz provides some coverage to help you cope.

Personal Accident. You are constantly thinking about protecting your business, but what about protecting yourself 
for your business? If you were badly hurt in an accident, how would you manage the recovery costs, and how 
would your business manage without you? JIIC’s Premier Biz policy includes Personal Accident insurance that 
covers major costs if you were to lose a limb or your sight. There is also a death benefit.

Public Liability. Legal fees and losses associated with cases of legal liability brought on by injury or damage 
sustained by members of the public or public property can be crippling to a business’s finances. This is especially 
true if the business owner is unprepared to meet such expenses. Premier Biz helps to cushion the effects of these 
expenses.

Employer’s Liability. Premier Biz protects business owners from liabilities which may arise from employees 
becoming injured, seriously ill, or dying on the job due to workplace conditions or practices.

As the owner of a business, you have enough issues to occupy your mind. It is not enough to have a security system, bad dogs 
or burglar bars. Protect yourself and your business adequately by having sound insurance coverage with Premier Biz.
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Replacement Vehicle Hire

If you’ve ever had to do without your 
vehicle for a few days, no matter the 
reason, you know how challenging it is. 

Your car is a big part of your everyday life. 
You may not even realize how much so, 
until you have to go without it. 

At JIIC, we don’t just design insurance 
policies. We design solutions with YOU in 
mind. We anticipate your needs, and our 
products and services are meant to make 
your life easier…especially in the face of 
unfortunate circumstances.

Our Replacement Vehicle Hire service is 
available for you to move about following 
theft or an insured accident. You won’t 
miss a beat! Make a claim once the 
accident or theft has occurred and we’ll 
take care of the rest! The conditions are 
simple:

• The claim must be valid and meet the 
following criteria:

No. of Days

7 days

14 days

21 days

30 days

Premium Payable

$2,500

$4,500

$7,000

$9,000

*Replacement Vehicle Schedule

a. The loss is covered by your policy

b. The total cost of repairs exceeds 

the excess

c. Your premiums are paid in full

d. Your insurance policy is in force 
at the time of the accident or 
theft

e. Your policy’s terms and 
conditions have not been 
breached

• We will make all the arrangements 
for the renting of your replacement 
vehicle. • We will be responsible for 
determining the make and model of 
the replacement vehicle (subject to 
availability). The replacement vehicle 
will not exceed 1600cc.

• You will be able to keep the 
replacement vehicle for the number 
of days purchased*, starting on the 
day you collect the vehicle from the 

rental company. You may keep the 
vehicle for the maximum number of 
days indicated or until your vehicle 
is returned to you or your claim is 
settled - whichever occurs first.

• We will require that only the insured 
and one other named driver may 
drive the replacement vehicle. Both 
drivers must be between the ages of 
23 and 75 years and they must have 
had their driver’s license for at least 
one year.

• At the time of collecting your 
replacement vehicle, you will be 

required to make a deposit for fuel to 
the rental company. However, once 
the vehicle is returned with a full tank 
of fuel, your deposit will be refunded. 
Please note: for the time you are 
in possession of the replacement 
vehicle, you are responsible for 
putting fuel in the vehicle.

• Your replacement vehicle will also 
be comprehensively insured by 
the rental company per the rental 
contract you receive. In the event of a 
claim, the applicable excess and third 
party limits will be as per the rental 
agreement.

Life is unpredictable, and anything can 
happen. With JIIC’s Replacement Vehicle 
Hire service, you won’t miss a beat! 

Talk to a Customer Service Associate today. Call 1-888-GET-JIIC (1-888-438-5442).
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Jamaica Poetry Festival
10 am - 2 pm, Sunday, August 10, 2014 

Louise Bennett Theatre, Hope RD

UPCOMING 
EVENT

If you are in the area,
please stop by 
and say “Hi...”
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